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Abstract 
We draw on the mathematical formulation of the contact problem, which leads to the variational inequality. FEM is 
used for discretization. The variational inequality enables additional contact elements to be avoided, where a suitable 
stiffness parameter is needed. Moreover, we obtain the asymptotic estimate of the error of an approximate solution. The 
model of a human hip joint is analysed in the application. This analysis may be useful for modelling the human hip joint 
replacement after surgical reconstruction of the dysplastic acetabulum. 
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1. Formulation of the problem 
Let S bodies in the system occupy region t2 = ~~lk..)~r~2k..) . .  k.)~r'~ S C ~2.  Let boundary toQ be 
divided into disjunct parts Fu, F,, Fc, Fo, tog2 = FuwF,wFcwFo. F~ = Uk,tI "kl, 1 <~ k < l <~ S, and 
Fo represent unilateral and bilateral contact boundaries, respectively. On F u, n is assumed to be 
the outward normal to tOO k . 
Let V - {v ~ [H I (Q) ]2  Iv = 0 on Fu, v n = 0 on Fo} be the space of virtual displacements, and 
t F u }, the set of admissible displacements. K - {v~ V Iv  k --Vn <~ 0 on 
Definition 1. A function u e K is the variational solution of the contact problem, if 
(~) ~(u)  ~< ~°(v) Vv ~ K 
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zij(v) = Ciikmek,n(V), i,j, k, m = 1,2, 
rij is the stress tensor, eij the small strain tensor, Cijkm are elastic coefficients, F represents body 
forces and P the surface tension. 
In the approximation, we assume f2 to be polygonal. We consider the triangulation Th of f2 with 
nodes a~ and the parameter h. It holds that 
J J' 
r'c'= U rckl, ro = U 
i=1  j= l  
where FkJ, Foj, are the abscissae. 
Define the finite-dimensional pproximations of V and K. 
V h =-- {i~ hE [C(O) ]2 (3[P l (T ) ]2 ;  vh(al)nj = O,j • ,IV'i, ai • ro;  Vh =--- 0 on Fu}, 
kl kl Kh -~ {Vh • Vh I(V k -- Vlh)(ai)"nj ~ 0,j • Jff, , a, • Fc , 1 ~< k < I ~< S}, 
where 
x ,k '=  { j•{1 ,  ... ,J}la,•r~k]} and A/~, = { j•{1 ,  ... ,J'}la,•roj}. 
It is also possible to define the unique value of normal in the vertices of fJ and use the 
modifications of Vh and Kh: 
V h = {v h • [C(O) ]2c3[P I (T ) ]  2 VT • Th; 
Vh(ai) "n(al) = 0, ai • Fo; I~h(ai) = 0, ai • Fu}, 
Kh = {Vh • Vh I(V~. -- v~)(a,), n(a,) <~ O, a, • F~ l, 1 <~ k < 1 <~ S}, 
where 
and/~ is the cardinality of jffkl (or Jl/'i). 
In both definitions of Vh, Kh it holds that Kh c K. The latter does not create almost linearly 
dependent rows in constraint matrix, which can cause certain numerical difficulties. 
Definition 2. A function Uh • Kh is the solution of the approximate problem 
(~h), if ~,~(igh) ~ ~.'.'~(i)h) VI) h • K h . 
The following theorem, concerning the asymptotic behaviour of the approximation, can be 
proved [3, 6]. 
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Theorem 3. Let u and uh be the solutions of problems (~) and (~h), respectively. Let these solutions be 
sufficiently smooth. 
Then Du - Uh} = O(h). 
The case with Uo >< 0 on Fu can be easily transformed by decomposit ion to the case of Uo = 0. 
2. Algorithms for solving the problem 
In the matrix form the problem (~h) is equivalent to (~d): 
f (x )  = ½xTCx -- xTd ~ min 
with constraints Ax <<. O. 
The matrix C is N x N, sparse, positive semidefinite, in coercive cases positive definite, A is 
M x N, M<<N, sparse. These matrices were stored in SPARSE format (e.g. [1]). For C we use its 
symmetry. 
2.1. The conjugate gradient method with constraints 
The principal idea of the algorithm lies in the successive minimization off(x)  on facets created by 
the constraints, satisfied as equalities. 
Denote by I -  the set of all constraints. Let I _ I - .  
Define the projection 
PI = Ax~'(A,A~) - I "A ,  if I # {0}, 
P ,=0 i f I={0}.  
Let 
J = {i ~ I - ,  x~ai = 0} 
uk = - (A jA~)-  1 "Asf'(xk), k = O, 1, ... 
We may now express the scheme of the algorithm as follows: 
Subroutine CGC 
Xo... the initial estimate, satisfying the constraints 
(e.g., Xo = (0.0 . . . .  ,0.0)) 
IT = 0 
f ' (xo)  = Cxo - d 
DO WHILE  (IT < MAXIT) 
Set J 
CALL PROJECT (J ,f '(xo),Uo,(I - Pj)f '(xo)) 
IF (11I - Pj)f '(xo)H ~ 0) THEN 
IF (Uoi >/0 V ie  J n I - )  THEN 
x* = Xo {solution} 
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ELSE j :=  { ie Jn I - lUo i  < 0} 
j ,  = j  _ {j} 
ELSE J' = J 
CALL CG (J', xo,f'(xo)) 
IT = IT + 1 
ENDDO 
Subroutine CG(J' ,  x,f ' )  
Input: J ' ,x; Output: x,f ' .  
{Conjugate gradients-unlike the standard CGM, instead of the gradientf'(xk) we use its projection 
( I  - -  Pj,)f'(xk). We must also check the constraints from I -  - J' and thus in every iteration correct 
the new step length ~k+l := min(~k+ 1, ~k+ X), where 
- (a , ,  x , )  
~k+l=min  (al, Pk+l ) and J /g={il iq~J' A(ai, pk+l)>O}. 
Subroutine PROJECT (J ,f '(x),u,(I  - Pj ,)f '(x)) 
Input: J ,f '(x); Output: u, (I - Pj)f '(x). 
{The calculation of u = - (AjA~)- 1 "Asf'(x) and 
(I - Ps)f'(x) =i f (x )  + A~u by CG Method}. 
We can speed up the algorithm by removing more indices with u s < 0, as we can prove [4-] the 
following: 
Lemma 4. Let I1(/- Pa)f'(xo)II = 0. Let A j; be created from As by removing the rows with indices 
Jl Uoj < O. Let the rows of Aj  satisfy (ai, aj) = O, i v~ j, i, j ~ J. Then (a t, Pl) < O, j ~ J - J'. 
Corollary 5. Let the assumptions of the previous lemma be fulfilled. Then ~ > 0 and thus the 
algorithm CGC does not cycle. 
2.2. The preconditioning 
Let W be a positive definite N x N matrix in the form W = EET Introduce the transformation 
y = ETx and express (~d) in terms of a new variable y. 
(~pd) f (y)  = ½yTCy -- yTd ~ min 
~y<~ O, 
where C = E-1CE -T, d= E- ld ,  A = AE -T. We try to find W, which is an easily invertible 
approximation of C, or for which we can show that W-  1C has a lower condition number. We use 
the preconditioning in the subroutine CG. 
The projection ow has the form Pj, = ,~jr ( ,~j, ,~sr)-~j, .  Introducing vector Vk+l by VR+~ = 
E-Ti0k+l and using hk:=f ' (yk)=E- l f ' (Xk) ,  (Pk+l,C-~Pk+l)~-(Vk+l, CVk+l) and (ai, Pk+l) = 
(a~, Vk + ~), we arrive at the preconditioned CG algorithm. 
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Subroutine PCG (J', x, ET , f  ') 
f ' (xo)  = Cxo -- d 
for k = 0, 1, .. 
hk = E-  lf'(Xk) 
= - ( I -P j , )hk  
~k+l = 110112 
IF (k = 0) THEN 
1; 1 = E -X~ 
ELSE 
/~+1 = ~k+l/~ 
Vk+ 1 = E-Tt3 -t- f lk+ ll~k 
ENDIF  
~+~ = &+d(v~+~,  Cv~+~)  
- (a~, x~) 
Rk + 1 = min 
.~ (ai,  Vk + l ) 
IF (~k+X < ~k+~) THEN 
X ~ X k -~- ~k+lVk+ 1 
f '  =f'(Xk) + 0~k+ ~CVk+ 
ELSE 
{and return to CGC} 
\< -~,- >\ 
W,:.~..m,-,-,-,~; 
, . ,  . . . . . . .  , . , .  
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Xk + 1 ~ X k --]- O~k+lVk+ 1
f ' (Xk+ 1) = f ' (Xk)  + ak+ 1CVk+ 1 
ENDIF 
The simplest choice for W = D, where D is the diagonal of C. Other possibilities are SOR and the 
incomplete factorizations I-1]. 
We have tested these types of preconditioners on a smaller model [4], and the convergence was 
slower than in the case without he preconditioning. The calculations of/~j are very expensive. If we 
use, instead of the SPARSE format, the SKYLINE format, we may put E = L, LL  r = C. While in 
problems without constraints it would be redundant to perform the iterations now, here we do not 
have the solution yet, but we achieve substantial acceleration of the CGM iterations. Only in this 
situation is the convergence faster (2-3 times) than in the case without the preconditioning. 
Naturally, the disadvantage is fill-in arising from the elimination. 
3. Numerical test 
The numerical test was performed on a model of the human hip joint (Fig. 1). The geometry was 
taken from an X-ray photograph I-5, 7]. 
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Fig. 3. 
The weight of the human body is distributed along the boundary lines 91 - - 106 - - 109 
with the value PI =0.0, P2 =-0 .5e5  [Nm-2]. Point force F1 =-0 .607e4 IN], F2 = 
- 0.345e4 IN], caused by the abductors, acts at vertex 116. The opposite force acts at vertex 2. 
The bottom of the structure is fixed, i.e., u = 0 along boundary lines 28-29 and 44-45. We 
prescribed the condition un = 0 along the line 90-91. The contact boundary is located between 
pairs 61, 76 and 68, 69. 
The elastic parameters were taken as E = 0.1e + 11 [Nm-2], ~ = 0.295. We assume linear 
Hooke's law to be valid and that the type of the deformation is the plane stress. 
We created 3triangulations: (1) coarse (Fig. 1), (2) finer only on the contact boundary (Fig. 2) and 
(3) finer in the whole structure (Figs. 3 and 4). 
There are NV nodes in the triangulation, NEQ degrees of freedom, NCP constraints, LIC stored 
entries of the stiffness matrix, LJA stored entries of the constraint matrix. Let TIME denote the 
solution time in seconds for the CGC Method. This time depends not only on the size of the 
problem, but also on the geometry and boundary conditions. 
Our computations were carried out on a personal computer with the MS-FORTRAN 5.0 
compiler and are summarized in Table 1. 
In Fig. 2. we demonstrate he resultant displacements with scale factor 30. The distributions of 
stresses for the finest triangulation are depicted in Figs. 3 and 4. For the stress equivalent we have 
used ze = (z21 + z22 - ~11~'22  + 3Z22) I/2. 
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Fig. 4. 
Table 1 
Model NV NEQ NCP LIC LJA Time 
1 180 350 8 2131 32 41 
2 204 398 15 2435 60  43 
3 690 1359 15 9064 60 182 
We have compared our results with [2]. Naturally, small differences xist. They can be caused by 
different input data. In [2], only the upper part of the structure is considered (there are no contact 
conditions, only the linear elastic model is calculated), the top line is fixed and the weight of the 
human body is transformed to the reaction forces acting in the joint. 
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